In this paper a computational method is introduced for proving that the diameter of the Rubik cube group must be less then or equal to 40 in the quarter turn metric. Recently it has been proven that when restricting the cube to edges the diameter is 18(see [5]). Now given an arbitrarily scrambled cube one can solve the edges in at most 18 moves. When the edges are in place there are 44089920 possibilities for the corners. We prove that each of these states can be solved in at most 22 moves giving a new upper bound of 18+22=40. The program to solve this problem is made in the GAP language and takes about 10 hours to verify on a standard 3Ghz PC. Later some suggestions of further improvements on the diameter are given.
General concepts
In this section we introduce some general notions. The Rubik's cube consists of 26 smaller cubies. We divide those cubies in three sets: the edge cubies ,the corner cubies and the center cubies. The edge cubies are those cubies that only have two colours and the corner cubies are those that have three colours. Finally the center cubies have only one color. So observe that an edge cubie has two faces and a corner cubie three faces.
We will work with GAP. GAP is a computer algebra program and has a lot of special functions that makes handling of sets, permutations and other mathematical structures very easy. A manual with all instructions can be found at [3] . When one wants to work with the cube group in GAP one has to specify its generators as permutations in cycle form. One suggestion of how this can be then the edge group is generated by u e , l e , f e , b e , r e , d e . We denote it by R e . The corner group is defined to be the group with generators u c , l c , f c , b c , r c , d c . The Rubik cube group will be denoted by G cube . Note that neither the edge group or the corner group is a subgroup of the cube. Actually if we for example intersect the corner group with the cube group we get a group two times smaller then corner group. The analogue holds for the edge group. This can be verified in GAP. The intersection of the corner group with the cube group we will call "the group that fixes edges" or E f and is very important in this text.
The direct product between the corner group and the edge group gives a group twice the size of Rubik cube group and Rubik cube group is a subgroup of index 2 of this direct product. This can be checked with GAP.
Each element in a group can be written as an word where the generators of the group and the inverses of the generators are the letters. The length of an element of the group is defined as the minimal number of letters required to express it. The length of an element g is written L(g) when we use notation L(g) we mean the length of an element in G cube with respect to generators {U, L, F, B, R, D}. And we write L e (g) when we mean the length of an element in the group R e with respect to generators {u e , l e , f e , b e , r e , d e }.
The Symmetry Group
Define M to be the group with generators k 1 = (1, 24, 16, 22) (2, 19, 10, 15) (3, 21, 12, 17) (4, 11, 7, 23) (5, 14, 18, 8) (6, 13, 20, 9) (25, 48, 32, 45) (26, 41, 39, 36) (27, 44, 42, 37) (28, 43, 40, 38) (29, 31, 34, 47) (30, 35, 33, 46) and k 2 = (1, 5, 7, 19) (2, 10, 14, 8) (3, 11, 13, 24) (4, 18, 16, 15) (6, 17, 21, 20) (9, 23, 12, 22) (25, 44, 34, 28) (26, 48, 41, 31) (27, 33, 43, 35) (29, 37, 32, 40) (30, 42, 46, 38) (36, 45, 39, 47) . This group acts on the set T = {U, L, F, B, R, D, U −1 , L −1 , F −1 , B −1 , R −1 , D −1 } by conjugation i.e. if g ∈ M and x ∈ T then g −1 xg ∈ T . The action of conjugation by k 1 can be written as a permutation with cycles: (U, B −1 , D, F −1 )(L, R −1 )(F, U −1 , B, D −1 )(R, L −1 ) and the action of k 2 : (U, R, D, L)(U −1 , R −1 , D −1 , L −1 ). This action can be extended from T to the cube group. It is evident that two M conjugate elements have the same length. More details about this group can be found in [1] .
Equivalence relations
There are two important equivalence relations that we will refer to often in this text:
1. Two elements g 1 , g 2 are equivalent if there ∃h ∈ M such that g 1 = h −1 g 2 h. We refer to this relation as ∼.
2. Two elements g 1 , g 2 are equivalent if there ∃h ∈ M such that g 1 = h −1 g 2 h or g −1 1 = h −1 g 2 h . We refer to this relation as ≈. In both cases two equivalent elements have the same length.
Calculation of the diameter of the Edge Group (R e )
We will also use that the diameter of the Cayley graph with respect to generators u e , l e , f e , b e , d e , r e defined above is 18. This table is presented below and was found in [5] . The first column gives the number of elements of lengths 0 to 18. The second column gives the number of equivalence classes under relation ∼ and the second column the number of equivalence classes under relation ≈. 1  1  12  1  1  2  114  5  5  3  1068  25  17  4  9819  215  128  5  89,392  1,886  986  6  807,000  16,902  8,652  7  7,209,384  150,442  75,740  8  63,624,107  1,326,326  665,398  9 552, 158,812 11,505,339 5,759,523 10 4,643,963,023 96,755,918 48,408,203 11 36,003,343,336 750,089,528 375,164,394 12 208,075,583,101 4,334,978,635 2,167,999,621 13 441,790,281,226 9,204,132,452 4,603,365,303 14 277,713,627,518 5,785,844,935 2,894,003,596 15 12,144,555,140 253,044,012 126,739 ,897  16  23,716  750  677  17  30  3  3  18  1  1 -980,995,276,800 20,437,847,376 10,222,192,146 This calculation implies that given an arbitrary element in the cube group we need to multiply it by at most 18 generators (in other words to apply at most 18 moves to it) to take it in E f (the group that fixes edges).
Mapping the corner group on numbers
It is well known that the corner group is isomorphic to S 8 ⋉ Z 7 3 . This means physically that each configuration in the corner group can be described as a permutation of the cubies and an orientation of the cubies. Let φ : R c → S 8 ⋉ Z 7 3 be such a isomorphism. If g ∈ R c then φ(g) can be uniquely written
. It is obvious how to find a bijection from Z 7 3 to [0, 3 7 − 1]. Call this bijection ψ 1 . There is a simple way to define a bijective map ψ 2 : S 8 → [0, 8! − 1]. One can define a natural order relation on permutations in S 8 which means that given two permutations σ 1 , σ 2 and σ 1 < σ 2 then either σ 1 (1) < σ 2 (1) or if n is the biggest positive integer with the property σ 1 (k) = σ 2 (k), k = 1, .., n then σ 1 (n+1) < σ 2 (n+1). We simply define ψ 2 (σ) = ♯{τ |τ < σ}. Now simply define a bijection f :
The main objective of this paper
In this paper we show how to construct explicit expressions in generators of length 22 or less for each element in E f ("the group that fixes edges"). This group has 44089920 elements, this can be shown by typing in GAP:
gap> cube:=Group(U,L,F,B,R,D); <permutation group with 6 generators> gap> corners:=Group(uc,lc,fc,bc,rc,dc); <permutation group with 6 generators> gap> Size(Intersection(corners,cube)); 44089920
Since we need at most 18 moves to take an element to E f and at most 22 moves to take an element of E f to the identity. This means also that the diameter of the Rubik's cube group is less then or equal to 40.
Algorithm to express elements of E f in generators
We need to introduce some notations. Define the following function p : G cube → R e by p((g 1 , g 2 )) = g 1 .We call this map "projection on the first component". Now for a fix g ∈ R e define the set S(n, g) = {(g, x) ∈ G cube |L((g, x)) ≤ n} i.e. the set of all g in the cube group that can be expressed as a product of at most n generators and p(g) = g for all g ∈ S(n, g). One can easily
It is obvious that g∈Re S(10, g) · S(12, g −1 ) = S(22, id). So g∈Re,Le(g)≤10 S(10, g) · S(12, g −1 ) = S(22, id). Following relations are helpful when trying to understand the algorithm we will describe:
In order to keep track on which elements we have found generator expressions for, a "bit vector" is used. A "bit vector" is a vector in which each entry can take only two values 0 or 1. GAP uses "false" for 0 and "true" for 1. Initially all entries in this "bit vector" are set to 1 or "true". A bijection f : R c → [1, 88179840] was defined on page 6. When generator expressions for a given element g ∈ E f have been found entry number f (g) is set to 0 or "false". When we use the expression "element g has been checked of" we mean that entry f (g) in the "bit vector" has been set to "false". We also need to collect information about how a given element can be expressed in generators. In GAP we use for this a set we call "positions". The algorithm we describe stores only one representative from each equivalence class under relation ≈. When we write "store generator expression" we mean that the generator expression will be saved to the set "positions".
Now we are ready to describe the main step of the algorithm: Define A to be the set A = {g ∈ R e |L e (g) ≤ 10}. Fix a g ∈ A and do following steps:
1. Compute S(10, g) and generator expressions for its elements 2. Compute S(12, g −1 ) and generator expressions for its elements The algorithm consists of repeating above procedure for enough elements g ∈ A which are not equivalent under relation ≈. It should be noted that building S(12, g) is the most time consuming step in the algorithm. Once we have S(12, g) it takes no time to build S(12, h −1 gh). Thats why we do the above steps for the whole equivalence class. If we for example run the algorithm with g choused as identity than 3079007 elements are checked of.
Optimal solvers
As mentioned above S(22, id) can be written using following formula:
g∈Re,Le(g)≤10 S(10, g) · S(12, g −1 ) = S(22, id)
In the above algorithm we see how to use it in order to compute each element in E f as a product of generators. Obviously some elements we compute might have length that is less then 22. To compute those we use the same algorithm with the exception that S(10, g) is replaced by S(8, g). And S(20, id) can be written as:
Now we have all elements of length less then or equal to 20 in E f . To get only elements of length exactly 22 we must take the difference between S(22, id) and S(20, id). We continue computing the set S(18, id) using the formula:
And finally we compute S(16, id), S(14, id), S(12, id), S(10, id) and S(8, id). To compute elements of length n we simply take the difference S(n, g) − S(n − 1, g). The program for this calculation is not given here but we give the result on next page. Observe that 22q means length 22. 
We have also computed the length of all elements in the "Group that fixes cubies". This is the set of all elements in the Rubik cube group such that the cubies are in their correct spot but their orientation is arbitrary. This is an abelian normal subgroup of the cube. This can be checked with GAP. The order of this group is 4478976. Here is the table with lengths of each element: 0  12q  441  11  8  14q  3944  87  52  16q  32110  708  396  18q  456025  9656  5009  20q  2873194  60399  30978  22q  1113236  23652  12424  24q 25
One of the positions of length 24 is the well known "superflip". This position alone generates the center of the Rubik cube group. The other positions up to conjugation with M are:
This positions were the only ones not computable in 22q and the expressions in generators were found using Michael Reids solver see [2] .
Upperbounds on different subsets
Take an element g ∈ R e and L(g) = n (L(g) is the length of g) in R e . Then for any element (g, y) ∈ G cube we need at most n moves to make it an element of the form (id, x) ∈ G cube .And an element (id, x) ∈ G cube needs at most 22 moves applied on it to make it the identity. So L((g, y)) ≤ 22+n in G cube .There is only one element h in R e with L(h) = 18 in R e (according to the above diagram). So the only elements in G cube that may need 40 moves are those in the set S = {(h, x) ∈ G cube }.If a solver solves each position in S in less then 40 moves then one gets a new upper bound 39. Actually one only needs to solve a position from each equivalence class under relation ≈ which gives about 500000 positions needed to be solved. This computation has not been done here. But soon after the author posted generator expressions for elements in E f this has been done by another author. See [6] for details.
The program
To begin with we are going to create some sets we are going to work with. The sets will be presented in GAP as lists. The first one is s. This set is made by typing in gap:
The other sets are:
Some sets
veven the set of all elements in the edge group of length 0, 2, 4, 6. vodd the set of all elements in the edge group of length 1, 3, 5.
vevenr the set of all elements in the Rubik cube group of length 0, 2, 4, 6.
voddr the set of all elements in the Rubik cube group of length 1, 3, 5. The elements of this sets are stored as permutations with disjoint cycles.
vevenc Contains at entry k the same element that vevenr contains at entry k but stored as products of generators. Throughout this program we store a product of generators as a vector whose entries are integers between 1 and 12.
Integer n means generator s[n] and s was defined above. voddc is analogue to vevenc but the set vevenr is replaced with voddr.
All the sets containing permutations with cycles are sorted with respect to the natural order relation on permutations which means that given two permutations σ 1 , σ 2 and σ 1 < σ 2 then either σ 1 (1) < σ 2 (1) or if n is the biggest positive integer with the property
The elements in the set vevenr are ordered in following way:
... This is because the first component is a permutation on the set 1 to 24 while the second component a permutation on the set 25 to 48. Then the set veven is ordered in following way:
.. Note that we refer to an element of vevenr as an element of the form (g, h) although it is stored as a permutation with disjoint cycles. We use two more vectors y1 and y2 where the first has the same size as vodd and the second the same size as veven.The vector y1 contains at position k a number that gives the position in voddr where we have the first occurrence of an element of the form (vodd(k), h).
Finally we call the "bit vector" for rcv which has the same length as R c (88179840 elements). When the program starts all its entries are set to true.
Some functions
We will predefine some functions in order to make the program code easier:
MakeSetv(n) if n=1 then it returns set [vevenr, voddr] if n=2 returns set [veven, vodd] . MakeSetvc() returns [vevenc, voddc] . MakeSety(n) if n=1 returns set y1 if n=2 returns set y2. MakeSet(n, g) This function will give a set of the form (g, h), h ∈ R c and all its elements of length n or less. The returned set is of the form [set1, set2] where the elements of set1 are expressed as the elements of vevenr and the elements of set2 are expressed as products of generators. PermToNr(g) This is a bijective function P ermT oN r : R c → [1, 88179840]. EqClassRel2(el) Returns the set {P ermT oN r(g)|g ≈ el}. WriteRcv(set1) For each x ∈ set1 does rcv(x) = f alse. Redf (set1).Partitions set set1 into equivalence classes under relation ≈ defined above and returns a set containing a representative from each class.
CharToPerm(x) is a function that converts a text string to a permutation. This was done so that the attached data don't take to much space in this paper.
MultEl ( [8, 5, 10, 7, 8, 7] i.e. MultEl(x) −1 = MultEl(Invg(x)).
The Code
Before we describe the code some GAP commandos must be explained. Those can also be found in the manual [3] but we describe them here for completeness.
To build a set in GAP one types:
To build a set of sets type:
The above set contains 4 empty subsets. To store the identity in the first subset type in GAP:
Now the first set in the set "set" contains the identity. To build a "bit vector" of size 1000 with all entries set to "true" or 1 just type:
To build a "bit vector" with all entries false just type:
If we type in GAP:
then we have build a set that contains the same element on two different entries, maybe it is better to call it a list. But if we type:
gap>set2:=Union(set,set); then the set "set2" will contain only element 1. If we instead of union would have taken intersection the same thing should have happened. A union, intersection or difference of two sets will never return a set with doubles. Furthermore after performing those operations the set will even be sorted.
Generators and the Symmetry Group
We define all generators we are going to use and the symmetry group in following file:
#Generators for the cube group U:=(1,2,4,8) (6, 11, 17, 22) 
Function MakeSetvc
This function will build the sets vevenc and voddc. We remind that this sets contain the same number of elements as vevenr and voddr. We have defined a list "s" above as
. To define it in GAP just type: . We will describe an algorithm how to achieve this. But first we need a few preparations. GAP has a function called "Tuples" that we will use. We explain it by giving an example:
After typing this GAP will return a set containing all possible elements of form (x, y) with x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, y ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. And we also use a function called PositionSet. We explain it using an example: gap>PositionSet(veven,(1,2,3));
If (1,2,3) is contained in veven then this function will return a number n such that veven[n]=(1,2,3). If it is not contained it will just return fail. Now we are ready to describe the algorithm. It is described only for vevenc since voddc is analogue:
1. Build a "bit vector" with same size a vevenr with all elements set to "false".
2. Build the set of all tuples on elements {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12} and length 2. Call this set Tu2.
3. Take each element (x, y) ∈ T u2 and find the position in vevenr of the element s[x] * s [y] . Call this position n. If entry number n is "false" in the "bit vector", set it to "true" and put element (x, y) in vevenc at position n. If entry number n in the "bit vector" is "true" then do nothing.
4. Repeat step 2 and 3 for tuples of length 4 and 6 on the set {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12}.
The code for this function is given on next page. 
Function MakeSety
As described before vector y1 has the same size as vodd and vector y2 the same size as veven. We only describe how to build y1 since y2 is analogue. Remember that if an element g ∈ R e has position n in veven then y[n] contains a number m that gives the position in vevenr of the first element who's projection on R e is g. By projection we mean the map (g, x) → g. We use following algorithm to build y2:
1. Build a vector "vtemp" the same size as vevenr that contains at position n the projection of vevenr[n] on R e .
Do following for each g ∈ veven.
(a) Find position of g in veven call it "pos" (b) Find the position of the first occurrence of g in vtemp call it "pos2".
(c) Set y2[pos]=pos2
The code is described below: 
Function PermToNr
Here is the program described in the section "How to map a permutation on a number". It takes a g ∈ R c and maps it on S 8 ⋉ Z 7 3 . Lets describe how to map a permutation of S 8 on numbers [1,8!] in more detail. Given a σ ∈ S 8 we want to determine all elements that are less then σ with respect to the order relation that was defined on page 11. This is a simple combinatorial problem and we give an example of how to determine the number of elements less then a given permutation and then generalize this to an arbitrary one. Take for example σ = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 5 6 3 4 2 1 8 7 . We divide the set P of permutations less than σ in following disjoint subsets:
1. The subset with {τ (1) < 5, τ ∈ P }. Then τ (1) can be any element in the set {1, 2, 3, 4} so this set has size 7! · 4 2. The subset with {τ (1) = 5, τ ∈ P }. Then τ (2) can be any element in the set {1, 2, 3, 4} so the size of this set is 6! · 4.
3. The subset with {τ (1) = 5, τ (2) = 6, τ ∈ P } then τ (3) can be any element in the set {1, 2} and the size of this set is 5! · 2.
4. The subset with {τ (1) = 5, τ (2) = 6, τ (3) = 3, τ ∈ P } then τ (4) can be any element in the set {2, 1}. The size of this subset is 4! · 2.
5. The subset with {τ (1) = 5, τ (2) = 6, τ (3) = 3, τ (4) = 4} then τ (5), τ ∈ P is in the set {1}. The size of this set is 3!.
6. The subset with {τ (1) = 5, τ (2) = 6, τ (3) = 3, τ (4) = 4, τ (5) = 2, τ ∈ P } and τ (6) can be any element in the set {}. The size of this subset is 0.
7. The subset with {τ (1) = 5, τ (2) = 6, τ (3) = 3, τ (4) = 4, τ (5) = 2, τ (6) = 1, τ ∈ P } then τ (7) can be any element in the set {7}. The size of this subset is 1!.
Since all of this subsets are disjoint and their union is P it follows that the size of P is 4 · 7! + 4 · 6! + 2 · 5! + 2 · 4! + 3! + 0 + 1!. This can be easily generalized for an arbitrary σ. Let σ = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 σ(1) σ(2) σ(3) σ(4) σ(5) σ(6) σ (7) σ(8) then the number of permutations less than σ is
The code for bijection f : R c → [1, 88179840] can be seen on next page.
PermToNr:=function(g) local m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,m6,m7,m8,y,w,nr,k1,k2 ; if m1<m2 then m2:=m2-1; fi; if m1<m3 then m3:=m3-1; fi; if m2<m3 then m3:=m3-1; fi; if m1<m4 then m4:=m4-1; fi; if m2<m4 then m4:=m4-1; fi; if m3<m4 then m4:=m4-1; fi; if m1<m5 then m5:=m5-1; fi; if m2<m5 then m5:=m5-1; fi; if m3<m5 then m5:=m5-1; fi; if m4<m5 then m5:=m5-1; fi; if m1<m6 then m6:=m6-1; fi; if m2<m6 then m6:=m6-1; fi; if m3<m6 then m6:=m6-1; fi; if m4<m6 then m6:=m6-1; fi; if m5<m6 then m6:=m6-1; fi; if m1<m7 then m7:=m7-1; fi; if m2<m7 then m7:=m7-1; fi; if m3<m7 then m7:=m7-1; fi; if m4<m7 then m7:=m7-1; fi; if m5<m7 then m7:=m7-1; fi; if m6<m7 then m7:=m7-1; fi; k1:=(m1-1)*7*6*5*4*3*2+(m2-1)*6*5*4*3*2+(m3-1)*5*4*3*2+(m4-1)*4*3*2+ (m5-1)*3*2+(m6-1)*2+m7-1; This code will be saved to file permtonr.txt. Nobody is expected to follow this code. That is why a program is given to verify that this function is a bijection and it is all that is needed for the proof: 
The function MakeSet(n,g)
This function builds S(10, g) and S(12, g). To build S(10, g) just type: gap>MakeSet(10,g);
We explain the algorithm for S(12, g)
Build an empty set S

For each element h in veven do
(a) Build the set S h = {(h, x) ∈ vevenr} and the set
(b) Build the set {g 1 · g 2 | g 1 ∈ S h , g 2 ∈ S h −1 g } and put each element from this set in S.
Return the set S (or the set S = S(12, g)
The implementation of this function as code can be seen on next page.
MakeSet:=function(n,g) local set,y,veo,veor,a,b,z,x,kl,j,k,l,m,t,set2,set3,nre,veoc 
The function EqClassRel2(el)
This function returns a set that contains the image under the bijection f : R c → [1, 88179840] of every element equivalent to el under relation ≈. The algorithm is evident and need not to be explained.
EqClassRel2:=function(g) local h,set; set:=[]; for h in Mc do
AddSet(set,PermToNr(h^-1*g*h)); AddSet(set,PermToNr(h^-1*g^-1*h)); od; return set; end;; This code will be saved to file eqclassrel2.txt
The function WriteRcv(set)
This function has as input a set of indices or numbers and is called by command:
The command above takes every n ∈ set and sets entry n in the "bit vector" to "false" or 0.
WriteRcv:=function(set) local x; for x in set do rcv[x]:=false; od; end;; This code will be saved to file writercv.txt
The function Redf(set)
As mentioned earlier in the text the algorithm finds generator expressions for elements in E f and each time it does this we need to give it a g ∈ R e . It was also mentioned that if given the algorithm a g ∈ R e that is equivalent under relation ≈ with another h ∈ R e that has been before, then this h ∈ R e will not yield any new generator expressions. Redf (set) returns a set containing only one representative from each equivalence class under relation ≈. The algorithm is simple and can be seen directly by looking at the code. 
The function CharToPerm(x)
Part of the g ∈ R e we are giving as input to the algorithm will come from the set Redf (veven). With this set we find generator expression for 43984820 elements in E f . To find expressions for the rest of 105100 we need some more g ∈ R e that has been extracted from a large list and are given at the end of this paper. This list took about 2 days to find on 20 computers. It consisted of representatives under relation ≈ of elements of the set {g ∈ R e , L(g) = 8} and very few from {g ∈ R e , L(g) = 10}. From the last set only 17. Those were found using a solver found at [2] . In order to compress the space the elements have been well coded and in order to make them permutations in R e we need the function CharT oP erm(x). If we want to convert an element of this list to a permutation we type in GAP:
gap>CharToPerm("acekrihownvs"); (4,6,5,21,23,15,7,22,8,13,10,16,12,24)(14,20) Since this is just something technical it needs no further explanation. 
The function Invg(el)
This function takes an element in generator form as defined above and maps it to its inverse also given in generator form. 
The main program
The algorithm for the program was explained in the beginning and here we give the implementation as GAP code: This code will be saved to file mainprg2.txt
Running the program and output
To run the program we make use of all above functions and sets. To read those in memory and start the program the following code is used:
Read("makesetv.txt"); #This file contains function MakeSetv a:=MakeSetv (1) 
What does this program do?
As told in the beginning we need to compute each element in the group G cube ∩ R c = E f in at most 22 moves. This program does this. When the program is finished the set "positions" contains generator expressions of each element in E f . An element of "positions" has the form [1, 2, 8, 7] . Here 1 means U , 2 means F more general n means s[n]. Actually not all elements of E f are contained in positions but only representatives from each equivalence class under relation ≈. To make a final check that confirms that this set contains a representative from each equivalence class under relation ≈ the following program can be run:
Read("multel.txt"); corners:=Group(uc,lc,fc,bc,rc,dc); rcv:=BlistList([1..Size(corners)],[1..Size(corners)]); #rcv is a binary vector with all its entries set to true and size 88179840 for x in positions do set:=EqClassRel2(MultEl(x)); WriteRcv(set); od; cnt:=0; #the program below counts the number of entries in rcv that are true for x in rcv do if x then cnt:=cnt+1;fi; od; Print(cnt,"\n");
This program takes each element in "positions" converts it to a permutation with disjoint cycles (this is the form which GAP can handle best). Then build all elements in the equivalence class under relation ≈ and checks them of in the bit vector. After this procedure is done the program counts the number of entries in the bit vector that has been set to "false" and prints them out. If it returns 44089920 then every element in E f has been checked of and we are finished. Note that this final check actually proves the whole content of this paper is correct. Actually this verification has already been done by Bruce Norskog soon after i published the results of this work on the internet.
Final comments
It might seem that we were lucky that all elements in E f had length 22 or less but the truth is that we had a backup plan if this would be the case. We find generator expressions for each element g in the Rubik cube group in two steps. First g is multiplied by b ∈ G cube from the left and then bg ∈ E f and afterwards bg is multiplied by a which takes it to the identity.
Assume that a ∈ E f has length 24. Assume that the diameter of the Rubik cube group is 24. Compute the set
, aU, aL, aF, aB, aR, aD}. Then each element of this set has length 23 or less. Then a = ex 1 where e 1 ∈ X 1 , L(e 1 ) ≤ 23 and x 1 is a generator. Then b = x 2 c where x 2 is some generator and c 1 is an element of length 17 or less. When writing g −1 = ab = e 1 x 1 x 2 c 1 we can choose x 1 = x −1 2 and cancellation occurs giving that g −1 has length 40 or less. It is well known that there exists a position of length 26 so even this procedure might fail. So assume that aU has length 25 in the list above. Then compute the set
, aU U, aU L, aU F, aU B, aU R, aU D} and assume that all elements of this set have length 24. Then g −1 = ab = e 1 x 1 x 2 c 1 . If x 2 = U we solve this problem as before. If
And c 2 has length 16 or less. Again we can choose x 1 = x −1 3 and the length of g −1 is less than or equal to 40. Finally some elements in the last set might have length 26 in which case we must carry one last step of this. Obviously if there were too many elements in E f having length 24 this computation could take years. I must remark though that the elements of length 24 are very rare and very few are known. In 1995-1998 the only known element of length 24 was the "superflip" and today about 150 others are known to the best of my knowledge.
Conclusions
In this paper we have constructed a program that returns generator expressions of length 22 or less for each element in the subgroup of the cube group that fixes the edges. As discussed in the abstract this means we have given a upper bound of 40 for the cube group.
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Data vector
This should be placed in a file called datav.txt: datav:=[ "aceglpmwqius", "acegpkwsujqm", "acejhtmoqluw", "acejpkwmuqsg", "acekrihownvs", "acekvihqmsow", "acelismhqvpw", "acelismwohuq", "acelismwqhou", "aceliwqgonvt", "aceliwqugtmo", "acelqwmspgui", "acepikmsqhuw", "acerikmtohwv", "acesikwmqhpu", "acexigqkosmv", "acfgkojqmvxs", "acfkihmoqvtw", "acfunilqshow", "acgtikquwnoe", "achfikmoqwvt", "achliewuonqt", "achmikqxosfv", "achpiemsqkuw", "achpikfqmsvw", "achrvkmojsfx", "achseuqowkni", "achsikqownfv", "achtikuqonwf", "achuislmfxoq", "achvikoqfswn", "achvismoqekw", "achviswlonqe", "achxikmvprfs", "achxikufmsor", "acjfrnlxosvh", "acjgnrloewsu", "acjgnrlwesou", "acjgrnewlsou", "acjtlnhqevow", "acktieqowhvn", "ackxiegqmsov", "ackxiequosgn", "aclgniewprus", "aclgniuoexrs", "aclgwieqmsup", "aclheipqmvws", "acloniesqgwu", "aclonieswguq", "aclonisewgqu", "aclsvhmqjeow", "aclxrimohsfv", "acmgeujwoktq", "acmgkfjwprus", "acmgkfxqjsup", "acmgpkjwequs", "acmgsljwqvof", "acmoglqfwvjs", "acmokfjsqgwu", "acmokfjwqvtg", "acmteojwqkug", "acmxvgjoqetk", "acnfikhsqpwu", "acnfikhwqspu", "acnfikpxqsvh", "acnfikqhwspu", "acnfikqxovth", "acnkihvoqetw", "acolihmsweuq", "acoqihmewsul", "acoxikmvqsge", "acplietqmgux", "acplismwqveh", "acptieuqmkwg", "acpvikmqesxh", "acqgfnjwlsou", "acqokfmsjgwu", "acqsikuwmgoe", "acruikomxsge", "acsuikomgeqw", "acsvrihownke", "acsxikfoqngv", "actfikmqvhow", "actfikmuqgxp", "actfkmjwqhou", "actlvieqmhow", "actpieuqmkgw", "acugfnjwoslq", "acugkfojwsmq", "acuokfmswgjq", "acuokfsmjgwq", "acvfikmswphq", "acvfqjmkpsxh", "acvgpetkmjwq", "acvlhjmoqftw", "acvmietoqkxh", "acvmikqfosxh", "acvnkfxqjtgo", "acvriktomewh", "acvsilmoqexh", "acvwikmrosge", "acwtieqgokmv", "acwuiemoqslh", "acwuiksqmego", "acxfikhmupqs", "acxfikoqmsvh", "acxlisumfhoq", "adegmkiwpqus", "adegqkmupitx", "adeohkmwqius", "adesukhomiwq", "adeuokqsximg", "adeuqkmgtiow", "adewqomglius", "adexikmsqoug", "adfvslnohiwq", "adgfqkmvxitp", "adhuisrwpnle", "adkgmsfwpivq", "adkgqmewpius", "adkgwsfqmipv", "adknqgpuwifs", "adksowhfuiqn", "adktiomrhvfw", "admfkuhxrisp", "adpgikxeunqs", "adpgslmwrifv", maqcsg", "wseclpmgaruj", "xoahcqesniul", "xsvnafjgkrdp" ];
The last data have been selected from a list that would take about 2 months to generate on an usual PC but thanks to my advisor Gert Almkvist access to fast computers have been given and made it possible to compute in just a couple of days.
